LOOKING FOR EVEN MORE WAYS TO BOOK YOUR SUMMER?
TAKE THIS QUIZ TO PICK YOUR NEXT READ!

I want to...

- See the world in a different way
- Solve a mystery
- Travel to a world that is not my own

What would you rather uncover?

- My town’s secrets
- My family’s secrets

The journey is about...

- Reaching my destination and achieving my goals
- The friends I make along the way

When faced with a problem, I...

- Talk it out with a friend
- Confront it head-on
- Look to books to help me find the right words

Books:
- *Dear Justyce* by Nic Stone
- *Burn Our Bodies Down* by Keryn Psillas
- *This Is My America* by Jason Reynolds
- *The Cousins* by Kiersten White
- *The Guinevere Deception* by Kiersten White
- *Aurora Rising* by Jay Kristoff and Amie Kaufman
- *The Magic Fish* by Anh Do
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